Abstract--The method of one-dimensional disturbances splitting into components of rightward propagating, leftward propagating, and stationary components by projection technique is applied to compressible liquid with bubbles. By such projecting, the fundamental system of equations is transformed to three nonlinear equations of the interacting components. A small parameter is introduced which determines input of nonlinear and dispersive terms. The system is reduced to one of a Korteweg-de Vries type. It is shown that these three-mode evolution equations are approximately reduced to integrable KdV-MKdV equation on a class of initial conditions specified by projecting, soliton solution is presented. 
in a vector form considering a complete set of eigenspaces of a certain well-defined operator (see also [4] ). A procedure of an overall field separating by matrix projectors which correspond to these subspaces is then mathematically unique and serves for investigation of reciprocal influence of directed and stationary modes in a nonlinear problem [5] . By the projection procedure, the main system is transformed to a system of coupled nonlinear equations. The procedure is algorithmic: one should not take care about presentation of every mode, only to act corresponding projectors on the basic system of equations. The method can easily be applied to a wide range of problems (for example, account of dispersion leads to a system of KdV-Burgers equations). Generally, the modes splitting by projectors is often used in quantum mechanics, but this technique is not very habitual and common for gas and liquid dynamics problems [4] . One can also iterate by a small parameter inside the general (nonlinear) evolution operator, resulting in more and more exact equations. Here a hydrodynamic problem of an acoustic pulse propagation in bubbly liquid is taken to illustrate the features of the method proposed.
We present equations which govern compressible liquid with bubbles; matrix projectors for liquid with weak dispersion caused by bubbles presence; the derivation of a coupled KdV system in compressible liquid with bubbles (both for directed and stationary components); further development of the nonsingular perturbation method to construct an evolution equation for single mode interacting with others; the KdV-MKdV equation derivation of such mode; a soliton solution for a KdV-MKdV equation is compared with a solution of a KdV one.
BASIC EQUATIONS
The dynamics of an incompressible bubbly liquid was originally studied by von Wijngaarden, and later, by Prosperetty, who considered the case of energy exchange between gas and liquid [6, 7] . They got KdV equations for rightward propagating waves (the boundary regime problem was discussed) in the case of self-action only, since they were bounded by the method they used. Let us consider, in this section, mixtures of compressible liquid and perfect gas. The usual assumptions are made: the bubbles are of the same radius at equilibrium; there are no heat and mass transfer between liquid and gas; characteristic wavelength is much more than the bubble radius, so that the mixture can be treated as a homogeneous continuum.
Values connected with the liquid phase are marked by index ld, with gas--by index g, with mixture--by m. Also, it is supposed that mixture pressure is the same as in the liquid phase [6, 7] . Background values are marked by an additional zero. Disturbed values are primed. Use of mass concentration of gas x is preferable to volume a used in [6, 7] . The mass concentration is constant in contrast with volume, which needs an additional equation. The only condition we add--that x is constant--is equivalent to the assumption that liquid and gas have the same velocity. The basic hydrodynamic system is
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Here, pm is the mixture density
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The second equation of (2.1), which expresses the dependence of pressure on density in the adiabatic process Pldfl~ "m ~--/qd0P, ld 0~ ~-~*e, is put on with second-order nonlinear terms only; Pld0 C C ~ l is capacity.
2) should be completed with some other equations. between density and pressure for adiabatic behavior of gas There are: connection
where 79 = Cp,9/Cv,g and a single bubble mass conservation R3pg = R~Pgo, (2.4) where R is the radius of the bubble, and Rayleigh equation for bubble radius dynanfics, which was improved by Prosperetti following Keller [8] in assumption of liquid compressibility:
The surface tension and viscosity are left out of account. Equations (2.1)~ (2.5) ff)rm the complete system which allows us to express the second equation of (2.1) in terms of p ..... Pro, v.
Let us introduce the dimensionless variables v.,p.,p.,7.,t. : 
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We will not write asterisks for dimensionless variables everywhere later. The following two small parameters are introduced: e for nonlinear and fl fbr dispersive effects. That is, the final tbrm of the system is Tile third term in the second equation of (2.7) accounts for dispersion in the first approximation. Here, and further, we consider the traditional coupling between the small parameters i3 2 := e, that means a possibility of an equilibrium between nonlinearity and dispersion. For convenience of comparison with previous results, mass concentration is expressed through the initial value ()f volume one: x = o~oPgo/Pmo. It was supposed that Pgo/Pklo << 1 aad q,j < Old only. So, P,~0 ~ (1 -a0)Pm0, etc. Naturally, our formulae go to incompressible liquid ones when %1 m oc. 
Projectors in a Linear Problem with Weak Dispersion
First, we need to find the projectors for the linear problem with weak dispersion. The linear analogue of (2.7) looks like the following: with o and L. In order to obtain the rightward propagating field at any instant, for example, it is sufficient to apply P+ to the total field P+¢ = ¢+; ¢+ means rightward input, just the same for other inputs P_¢ = ¢_, Pstat¢ = Cstat"
Coupled KdV Equations
Now, with acting projectors on both sides of nonlinear system (2.7), one can write evolution equations for certain types of variables, where the nonlinear part is presented by superposition of variables products of the second order in agreement with (2.7). The type of mode (stationary, leftward, or rightward propagating) is defined strictly for linear problems only. We will call these inputs in the same way later, taking into account that only weak nonlinear and dispersion effects are under consideration. Let the modes have numbers 1,2,3 instead of "+","-","star", correspondingly, that simplify the formulae. For disturbances of pressure, the coupled equations aI'e The so-cMled nonsingular perturbations method implies iterations inside operators of nonlinear system. We use a development of this approach similar to one from [10, 11] . Returning to the system in generM form (3.1), the zero approximation p(n°)(r, t) is taken in the form of solution of tile equation O(e2). The main input which does influence on the/-mode is the first term, which has the same velocity. We would say that the second wave "goes away" without leaving any sufficient trace, but the influence of the first one is resonant and stored over time. The inverse influence is apparently of the order of e 2. The new evolution equation for the initially excited mode has a form 
